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Abstract – Genome-wide linkage disequilibrium (LD) is subject to intensive investigation in
human and livestock populations since it can potentially reveal aspects of a population history,
permit to date them and help in fine-gene mapping. The most commonly used measure of LD
between multiallelic loci is the coeﬃcient D . Data based on D were recently published in
humans, livestock and model animals. However, the properties of this coeﬃcient are not well
understood. Its sampling distribution and variance has received recent attention, but its expected
behaviour with respect to genetic or physical distance remains unknown. Using stochastic simulations of populations having a finite size, we show that D fits an exponential function having
two parameters of simple biological interpretation: the residual value (rs) towards which D
tends as the genetic distance increases and the distance R at which this value is reached. Properties of this model are evaluated as a function of the inbreeding coeﬃcient (F). It was found that R
and rs increase when F increases. The proposed model oﬀers opportunities to better understand
the patterns and the origins of LD in diﬀerent populations and along diﬀerent chromosomes.
Linkage disequilibrium / livestock / inbreeding / genetic distance / exponential function

1. INTRODUCTION
Linkage (or gametic) disequilibrium is useful in revealing past genetically
important events, in dating them and in fine-gene mapping [1,2,4,8]. However,
the relationship between linkage disequilibrium (LD) and the genetic distance
in diﬀerent population structures is not well understood. For biallelic loci in a
finite population and when LD is measured with ∆2 , the squared correlation of
allele frequencies (Eq. (1), where pi , q j and pi j are respectively frequencies of
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alleles i and j, and of the haplotype i j, see [10]), the expected value of LD at
equilibrium drift-recombination is a function of the recombination rate θ and
of the eﬀective population size Ne (Eq. (2), see [20]).


2
pi j − pi q j


∆2 =
pi q j (1 − pi ) 1 − q j
 
1
·
E ∆2 =
1 + 4Ne θ

(1)
(2)

Although the original symbol used to represent the correlation of allelic frequencies is r2 [10], the symbol ∆2 is also commonly used (see e.g. [6]) and
we chose this notation because r2 will be used to measure the determination
coeﬃcient of a model fitting.
If the population size can be inferred and the equilibrium driftrecombination assumed, equation (2) expresses the LD as a function of the genetic distance. However, this model is expected to hold if LD results only from
genetic drift (the initial linkage equilibrium is assumed) and if 4Ne θ > 20 [11].
In animal breeding, there may be a high initial level of LD resulting from the
selection of a few breeding stocks that are crossed in half-sib designs by the
way of artificial insemination or resulting from admixture. Due to this initial
LD, equation (2) does not hold in most livestock populations. In addition, the
validity of equation (2) is hampered by the fact that we do not have any information on whether there is equilibrium between drift and recombination in
livestock populations.
Another limitation of equation (2) is that the interval of variation for the coeﬃcient ∆2 depends on allelic frequencies. According to Lewontin [13], there
is no measure of LD completely independent from allelic frequencies due to
the nature of LD itself (i.e. the non-random allelic association). However, an
appropriate standardisation can provide a measure of LD that has an interval of variation independent from allelic frequencies. Zapata and Visedo [23]
demonstrated that, although the coeﬃcient ∆2 is standardised, it varies from
−1 to +1 if and only if allelic frequencies are similar at both loci, otherwise
this interval is smaller. Evidence was given that, due to this fact, measuring LD
with ∆2 can suggest a wrong relationship between LD and the genetic distance
while making a true relationship undetectable [23]. Consequently, Zapata and
Visedo [23] recommended to preferably use the coeﬃcient D , whose interval
of variation is allelic frequencies independent.
The coeﬃcient Di j between two alleles i and j on two loci was defined by
Lewontin [12] equations (4) to (6) where symbols have the same meaning as in
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equation (1) and extended to pairs of multiallelic loci by Hedrick [9] (Eq. (3)
where NA and NB are numbers of alleles on loci A and B).
D = DAB =

NB
NA 

i

 
pi q j Di j 

(3)

j

with
Di j
Dmax
Di j = pi j − pi q j
Di j =

and








 Dmax = min pi q j , (1 − pi ) 1 − q j if Di j < 0






 Dmax = min (1 − pi ) q j , pi 1 − q j if Di j > 0.

(4)
(5)

(6)

Coeﬃcients Di j and Di j (Eqs. (4) and (5)) can take positive and negative values, indicating that alleles are in a coupling or a repulsive state while DAB
(Eq. (3)) takes only positive values. In the following sections, we use the notation D for LD between pairs of multiallelic loci (DAB ).
There is an increasing interest in the use of this coeﬃcient in LD analyses at
the chromosome or the whole genome level as well as in model animals such as
Drosophila [19, 26], in livestock [7, 15, 21] and in human populations [18, 25].
The assessment of properties of this coeﬃcient is requiring considerable attention (e.g. sampling distribution and variance, see [24]). However, the behaviour
of D against the genetic or physical distance has not been implicitly investigated and, as a consequence, estimates of D between large sets of markers
are diﬃcult to interpret. It is not clear in which circumstance this coeﬃcient
is expected to correlate with the distance between markers. We describe hereunder a few empirical studies that dealt with this issue although no consensual
conclusion has so far emerged.
McRae et al. [15] reported a significant negative correlation between D
and the genetic distance in domesticated sheep in New Zealand (r = −0.34,
P < 0.001) whereas, using a similar marker density (∼1 per 10 cM), Tenesa
et al. [21] did not find any such correlation in domesticated cattle in the United
Kingdom. At a much finer scale (1 marker per 60 bp), Riley et al. [19] also
failed to find a significant correlation between D and the physical distance in
Drosophila pseudoobscura (r = −0.009, P > 0.9).
Zapata et al. [25] found a weak but significant correlation between D
and the genetic distance on the human chromosome 11p15 (r = −0.226,
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P = 0.037) while the correlation between D and the physical distance was not
significant (r = −0.151, P = 0.079). With only pairs of coupling alleles (positive Di j ), this correlation was dependent on the allelic frequencies (r = −0.192,
P = 0.019 for alleles at frequency >6% and r = −0.284, P = 0.017 for alleles at frequency >9%). In the Holstein-Friesian dairy cattle, Farnir et al. [7]
observed a decline of D with the genetic distance but the significance of this
correlation was not tested.
The objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between the coeﬃcient of disequilibrium D and the genetic distance and to assess the impact
of inbreeding. The choice of D is justified for several reasons: (1) it is a standardised measure of LD; (2) its interval of variation does not depend on allelic
frequencies; (3) D easily handles highly polymorphic loci such as microsatellites; and (4) data based on this parameter are increasingly available. The study
makes extensive use of simulations. Hereafter, the material section describes
the algorithm used to simulate various structures of populations and the methods section describes the approach used to estimate and fit LD as a function of
the genetic distance. Then the obtained results are presented and discussed.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Material: simulated data
We simulated four populations that mimic recently founded livestock populations (Tab. I). One male individual (the founder) was used to inseminate a
large number of females (generation 1) and two hundred of these crosses gave
one oﬀspring each constituting then a second generation of 200 half sibs, with
a sex ration of 1:1. In subsequent generations, a limited number of random
crosses are simulated with a constant population size of 200 individuals per
generation (Tab. I) and a sex ratio of 1:1.
In generation 1 of each population, fifty microsatellite markers were considered with six alleles each. They were evenly spaced on a 49 cM chromosome. On each marker, the founder allele was drawn randomly from the set of
six with a uniform distribution. The founder haplotype given to each oﬀspring
was drawn randomly from a Bernouilli distribution with a frequency of 0.5 and
a recombination rate assuming the absence of interference (Haldane mapping
function). Since an infinite number of dams was assumed and each dam had
one oﬀspring, the haplotypes of the dams were not constructed. The maternal
allele given to the oﬀspring at each marker was drawn randomly from a set of
six with a uniform distribution. The simulated designs corresponded then to
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Table I. Structures of simulated populations.
Population
Pop4
Pop10
Pop25
Pop100

Generation 1 to 2
Founder Oﬀspring
1
200
1
200
1
200
1
200

Generation 2 to 10
Crosses Oﬀspring
4
50
10
20
25
8
100
2

Population size
200
200
200
200

linkage equilibrium in the founding generation and strong linkage disequilibrium in the following generation of half sibs.
Starting at the generation of half sibs (generation 2), paternal and maternal
haplotypes transmitted to oﬀspring were drawn randomly from a Bernouilli
distribution with a frequency of 0.5 and a recombination rate based on the
Haldane mapping function (assuming the absence of interference). For each
population, 10 generations were simulated with 1000 replicates.

2.2. Methods
The inbreeding coeﬃcient and kinship coeﬃcients were computed iteratively using the records of pedigree information, according to Lynch and
Walsh [14]. The mean inbreeding coeﬃcient (F) was computed at each generation for each population. From the rate of inbreeding (∆F) between generation 9 and 10, we estimated the population eﬀective sizes (Ne ) with the
relationship
1
·
(7)
∆F =
2Ne + 1
At generation 10, equations (3) to (6) were used to estimate D between all
possible pairs of markers (1225 pairs) with 400 haplotypes, for each of the
1000 simulations within each of the four populations. It was assumed that the
linkage phase of diﬀerent alleles is known in the analysed generation. In practice, linkage phases are constructed from genotypes of progeny, their parents
and their grandparents if available (see e.g. [7, 15]).
For each of the 1000 simulations, estimates of D were plotted against the
genetic distance and a least squares approach was applied to fit an exponential
function (Eq. (8)) to this spatial pattern
D (x) = rs + (1 − rs) exp

−3x
·
R

(8)
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This spatial model stipulates that the highest value of D is 1 and it corresponds
to the genetic distance (x) zero. As the distance increases, D decreases until
a residual value (rs) is reached. The parameter R should correspond to the
distance at which D drops to rs. However, since equation (8) is an asymptotic
function, we follow a convention of spatial data modelling (see e.g. [5]): we
estimate R as the distance at which the spatially correlated part of D drops to
5% [i.e. D = rs + 0.05(1 − rs)]. In fact, the exponential function is one of
the models used in spatial data analysis [5] and we used it to fit LD owing to
the known exponential relationship between the genetic recombination and the
genetic distance (the Haldane mapping function was used in data simulation).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Inbreeding coeﬃcient
In the base population, all individuals were assumed to be unrelated. In the
second generation, oﬀspring of the founder were half sibs and the inbreeding
coeﬃcient between any two of them was equal to zero. In generation 3, all individuals had at least one common grandparent (the founder) so that the mean
inbreeding coeﬃcient (F) is equal to 0.125 in all four populations. From generation 4 to 10, the rate of increase in F depends on the mating structure (Fig. 1).
The eﬀective population sizes at generation 10 were 13.0, 24.5, 49.5 and 166.2
in pop4, pop10, pop25 and pop100, respectively.
3.2. Allele frequencies in generation 10
Amongst the six alleles simulated per marker in the base generation, on
average 2.61 to 5.90 remain 10 generations later according to the population
(Tab. II). As expected, the proportion of these mean alleles per marker decreases with the increase of the inbreeding coeﬃcient (F10 ).
The frequency distribution of these alleles is also a function of inbreeding:
while there are no alleles with a frequency greater than 0.80 in pop100 (F10 =
0.15), they appear progressively at the expense of low and medium frequencies
as the inbreeding increases (Fig. 2). The allelic fixation is observed in the most
inbred populations (up to 3% in pop4, F10 = 0.43).
3.3. Estimates of D and their spatial pattern
Ten generations after populations were founded, the distribution of D between all pairs of markers depends on the inbreeding. In the less inbred
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Figure 1. Mean inbreeding coeﬃcient across generations in the four simulated populations. From top to bottom: pop4, pop10, pop25 and pop100.
Table II. Mean number of alleles per marker (NA ) in generations 10.
Population
Pop100
Pop25
Pop10
Pop4

F10
0.15
0.20
0.27
0.43

NA ± σ
5.90 ± 0.03
5.42 ± 0.19
4.01 ± 0.41
2.61 ± 0.41

populations (pop100 with F10 = 0.15 and pop25 with F10 = 0.20), the distribution is unimodal and asymmetric with the highest frequency of D in the
interval 0.20−0.30 (Fig. 3). As inbreeding increases, this distribution is flattened and extreme values of D appear progressively (down to 0 and up 1).
These tail values represent ∼30% of the distribution in pop4 (F10 = 0.43).
Equation (8) was applied to D in each of the 1000 simulations of every
population. The adequacy of the model (indicated by the determination coefficient, r2 ) depends on the inbreeding: r2 decreases when the inbreeding coefficient increases (Tab. III). In the less inbred populations (pop100 and pop25
with F10 = 0.15 and 0.20 respectively), r2 is greater than 0.50 in all simulations (Tab. III). On the contrary, r2 is lower than 0.50 in 33% of simulations of
pop10 (F10 = 0.27) and in 95% of the simulations of pop4 (F10 = 0.43).
A poor fitting of the spatial model to D in highly inbred conditions is caused
by extreme values of D = 1 and D = 0 observed between loci separated
by various genetic distances. Figure 4 illustrates two examples of simulations
from pop4 with a poor fitting. The parameters were respectively R = 31 cM,
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of remaining alleles at generation 10 for 1000 simulations. The inbreeding coeﬃcient (F10 ) is respectively 0.15 in pop100, 0.20 in pop25,
0.27 in pop10 and 0.43 in pop4.

Figure 3. Distribution of D in 1000 simulations at generation 10. F10 is respectively
0.15 in pop100, 0.20 in pop25, 0.27 in pop10 and 0.43 in pop4.
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Figure 4. Example of simulations of pop4 with a poor fitting of the model. For A,
159 pairs of markers over 1225 (13%) have D = 1 and parameters of the exponential
function are R = 31 cM and rs = 0.72 with r2 = 0.10. In B, 97 pairs on 1225 (8%)
have D = 0 and parameters of the exponential model are R = 24 cM and rs = 0.15
with r2 = 0.19.
Table III. Mean determination coeﬃcient (r2 ) in generation 10.

§

r2 < 0.50§

Population

F10

r2 ± σ

Pop100

0.15

0.77 ± 0.04

0%

Pop25
Pop10

0.20
0.27

0.69 ± 0.06
0.53 ± 0.11

0%
33%

Pop4

0.43

0.24 ± 0.14

95%

Proportion of simulations with r2 lower than 0.50.

rs = 0.72 with r2 = 0.10 in Figure 4A and R = 24 cM, rs = 0.15 with r2 = 0.19
in Figure 5B.
In simulations without extreme values of D (0 or 1) at large genetic distance, the model adequately fitted data in all four populations. Figure 5 illustrates two examples of simulations where the model fitted data with r2 > 0.50.
The simulation of Figure 5A is from pop4 and the corresponding r2 is 0.58
while Figure 5B is from pop100 and the corresponding r2 is 0.84.
In many simulations, the poor fitting was caused by a small proportion of
observations: in Figure 4A and 4B there are only 13% and 8% extreme values
of D = 1 and 0, respectively. Therefore, the model may not be considered
as inappropriate. It may be preferable to exclude these tail values and fit the
overall pattern of remaining observations. In this prospective, we observed a
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Figure 5. Example of simulations of pop4 (A) and pop100 (B) with adequate fitting.
In A, the parameters of the model used are R = 44 cM and rs = 0.30 with r2 = 0.58;
and in B, these parameters are R = 19.5 cM, rs = 0.18 and r2 = 0.84.

Figure 6. Determination coeﬃcient (r2 ) as a function of the mean number of alleles
per locus in generation 10.

positive correlation between r2 and the mean number of alleles per marker
within and between populations (Fig. 6). Since the reduction of the number of
alleles is caused by the high level of inbreeding, we expected this relationship.
Therefore, to reduce the proportion and the impact of extreme values of
D , we considered two criteria based on the number of alleles segregating per
marker. As the first criterium, we retained simulations in which there are at
least 3 alleles segregating on a minimum number of 5 markers covering a
minimum length of 25 cM. The second criterium was more stringent in that
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Table IV. Parameters of the exponential function applied to D with criteria based on
marker polymorphism (generation 10).

Criterium
1 (≥3
alleles per
marker)

Criterium
2 (≥4
alleles per
marker)

§

Population
F10
R ± σ (cM)
rs ± σ
r2 ± σ
r2 < 0.50 §
Number of
simulations
Mean number of
markers
R ± σ (cM)
rs ± σ
r2 ± σ
r2 < 0.50 §
Number of
simulations
Mean number of
markers

Pop100
Pop25
Pop10
Pop4
0.15
0.20
0.27
0.43
17.6 ± 2.3 21.3 ± 3.7 30.5 ± 8.4 45.8 ± 18.2
0.22 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.06 0.37 ± 0.11
0.78 ± 0.04 0.70 ± 0.05 0.59 ± 0.07 0.62 ± 0.12
0%
0%
11%
16%
1000
1000
936
567
49.6

49.6

47.8

30.8

17.1 ± 2.3 21.3 ± 3.7 32.7 ± 10.9 57.7 ± 28.6
0.22 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.08 0.43 ± 0.16
0.78 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.05 0.73 ± 0.10 0.73 ± 0.12
0%
0%
0%
0%
1000
1000
836
10
48.8

45.4

18.3

5.2

Proportion of simulations with r2 lower than 0.50.

a minimum number of 4 alleles per marker are required, all other conditions
remaining unchanged (≥5 markers covering ≥25 cM).
With the first criterium, the proportion of simulations having r2 < 0.50 decreased from 95% to 16% in pop4 and from 33% to 11% in pop10 (Tabs. III
and IV) while the mean r2 was higher than 0.59 in all four populations
(Tab. IV). However, the number of markers per chromosome fulfilling this
criterium decreased with the increase of inbreeding. In the two more inbred
populations (pop4 and pop25), the number of simulations also decreased but
remained higher than 560. When the second criteria was applied, the model
fitted data with r2 > 0.50 in all simulations, with an average always higher
than 0.70 (Tab. IV).
In the two less inbred populations (pop25 and pop100), the results obtained (R, rs, their standard deviation and r2 ) were similar under both criteria (Tab. IV). This was not surprising since the two criteria can be taken as
equivalent in these two populations given the average number of alleles >5 per
marker (Tab. II). In pop10, the average number of alleles was 4 per marker
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Figure 7. Parameters R and rs obtained with criterion 1 (more than 2 alleles per
marker) as a function of the inbreeding coeﬃcient at generation 10.

(see Tab. II) and the second criterium dramatically reduced the number of
markers (only 18/50 were remaining), yet the estimates of parameters R and rs
were similar to those obtained with criterium 1 (see Tab. IV). In pop4, there
was a discrepancy between the results of the two criteria (R, rs, their standard
deviations and r2 ), which can be attributed to the low numbers of simulations
and markers per chromosome fulfilling the second criterium (10 simulations
with 5.2 markers per chromosome).

3.4. Eﬀect of inbreeding on R and rs
The results of our analyses suggest a positive correlation between R and rs
on the one hand and the inbreeding coeﬃcient on the other hand (Tab. IV).
With data obtained under the first criterion (≥3 alleles/marker), the correlation
between R and F is high and significant (r = 0.98 and P < 0.01, Fig. 7). The
correlation between rs and F is also high but it is not significant (r = 0.91,
P = 0.08).
The variance of parameters R and rs also depends on the inbreeding: with
the first criterion, the coeﬃcient of variation (CV) is the lowest in pop100 (13%
for R and 9% for rs, F10 = 0.15) and it is the highest in pop4 (40% for R and
30% for rs, F10 = 0.43).

4. DISCUSSION
Linkage disequilibrium is a useful characteristic of populations. However,
its properties are not fully known in diverse population structures. Though it
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is feasible to estimate LD at the whole genome scale, it has not yet been possible to systematically characterise populations according to this parameter. A
major issue around the quantification of LD is the choice of which measure
to use from the large panoply of existing coeﬃcients and approaches (see reviews of [6] and [9]). Since D is the most common measure of LD between
multiallelic markers, it is worth investigating its properties. In this study, we
used an exponential function of the genetic distance (Eq. (8)) to fit D and we
assessed the properties of this function in inbred populations. These properties
are parameters of the model (R and rs) and the determination coeﬃcient (r2 )
as an indicator of the goodness-of-fit.
The two parameters of the exponential function that we used (Eq. (8)) have
a simple biological interpretation: rs is the residual LD and R is the distance at
which D drops to rs. These parameters may give an indication on the population demographic history: when LD is maintained in populations by a genetic
drift, both R and rs are correlated to the inbreeding coeﬃcient (Fig. 7). As a
high inbreeding coeﬃcient (F) is caused by a small population eﬀective size
(Ne ), the positive correlation between R and rs on the one hand and F on the
other hand means that R and rs are negatively correlated to Ne . We choose
to characterise linkage disequilibrium with respect to F because it is close to
other parameters such as identity by descent that are used in QTL mapping.
However, the accuracy of estimates of R and rs also depends on inbreeding:
with an inbreeding coeﬃcient varying from 0.15 to 0.43, the coeﬃcient of variation (CV) varies between 13% and 40% for R and between 9% and 30% for
rs when criterion 1 was used, i.e. at least 3 alleles segregating per marker.
In the four simulated populations, we considered a high level of LD at the
time they were founded and the model used to fit LD (Eq. (8)) does not assume a final equilibrium between drift and recombination, on the contrary to
the model of Hill and Robertson ([10], see Eq. (2)). Pop25 and pop100 may
correspond to realistic livestock populations, since eﬀective sizes were 49.5
and 166.2. Boichard et al. [3], Moureaux et al. [16] and Nagamine et al. [17]
reported values of the same order in domesticated cattle and pigs. Pop4 and
pop10 were simulated in order to assess the behaviour of the model used
in particular conditions of very small populations (Ne was respectively 13.0
and 24.5).
In ideal populations, LD should only be influenced by genetic recombination. Given the exponential relationship between genetic recombination and
genetic distance (the Haldane or Kosambi mapping function), it is expected
that LD be related to recombination (or genetic distance) through an exponential relationship. In inbred populations, genetic recombinations can happen
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between chromosome segments that are homozygous; giving therefore recombined haplotypes that are identical to the non-recombined ones. As a result,
inbreeding makes the relationship between LD and genetic distance more difficult to predict. The model that we used is appropriate in realistic settings since
r2 was greater than 50% in all 1000 simulations of pop25 and pop100 when
all markers were analysed (Tab. III). In more inbred conditions, the model was
sensitive to extreme values of D (0 or 1) even when they represented a small
proportion of observations (see Fig. 4). In such conditions, the real pattern of
D was adequately fitted when such values were excluded.
Between two alleles, extreme values of Di j can be caused by very small allelic frequencies and it is common to exclude these rare alleles from analyses
in order to reduce their impact (i.e. arbitrary fixation of a lower bound of allelic
frequencies to analyse, see e.g. [18, 25]). However, in the multiallelic D , the
impact of rare alleles is limited by using weights in the summation (Eq. (3)).
This explains why we did not observe high values of D in pop100 (where
there are many rare alleles) and we observed them in pop4 (where there are
fewer rare alleles). The distributions of allelic frequencies and of D (Figs. 2
and 3) suggest that extreme values of D in our populations were obtained between pairs of loci; one of which (at least) had an extremely frequent allele
(fixed or nearby fixation). Since this also implies a reduction of the number of
segregating alleles per marker (see Tab. II and Fig. 6), we found that an appropriate strategy to reduce the impact of extreme values of D is to suﬃciently
analyse polymorphic markers. In fact, our study was primarily concerned with
multiallelic loci for which LD is the most diﬃcult to interpret.
The approach used in this study can be applied to large sets of microsatellite
data that are available, from the experiments of QTL mapping. In fact, most
LD studies exploit data that were generated in a purpose of linkage analysis,
e.g. [7, 15, 21]. Taking profit of these data and using parameters R and rs can
provide more insight in our understanding of sources of LD by comparing for
example populations or chromosomes. Since there is an increasing interest in
the use of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) [22], it will be of interest
to evaluate properties of equation (8) with these biallelic data in various population structures. We performed this analysis for the case of pop100 and we
obtained the same result as with microsatellite data: for 1000 simulations, the
model fitted D between SNPs at generation 10 with average parameters of
R = 16.2 + 2.7 cM, rs = 0.24 + 0.03 and r2 = 0.72 + 0.04. This result is an
indication that in pop4 and pop10, a low accuracy in estimating R and rs was
caused by inbreeding rather than by marker polymorphism.
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